9/01/2011

Dear Valued Customer:

Custom Coils believes in preserving our environment and is committed to working closely with both our suppliers and customers to achieve this goal. Custom Coils has reviewed the REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals) Directive and how it applies to the products manufactured by our company.

As defined in the REACH Directive, the products manufactured and sold by Custom Coils are defined as articles; an object which during production is given a special shape, surface or design which determines its function to a greater degree than does its chemical composition (REACH, Article 3(3)). The REACH Directive imposes registration (Article 7.1), notification (Article 7.2), and communication (Article 33) requirements on articles, but only in limited circumstances. Custom Coils has determined that our finished products are not applicable to the limited circumstance requirements.

The European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) has published a list of chemicals identified as “Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC)”. The current list of SVHC’s can be found on the ECHA’s website at:


Custom Coils is not aware that any of our finished products contain any Substances of Very High Concern (Articles 7.2 and 33) in quantities greater than 0.1% by weight. Additionally, Custom Coils products are not intended to release any substances during normal use of our products.

The absence of SVHC’s in Custom Coils products is determined based on information from our suppliers. This information is provided without representation of warranty, expressed or implied, regarding accuracy or correctness. As a valued customer of Custom Coils we understand the importance of the REACH Directive and the concerns our customers face in regards to REACH. Custom Coils will continue to review our products as they pertain to REACH as the list of SVHC’s continues to expand.

Sincerely,

Van Larson
Custom Coils
President